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Chapter 1

Introduction

I

The rapid advances made in electronic technology have long

since overtaken the developments in heat transfer with the

result that removal of heat has become the major impediment in

the path of further developments in miniaturization of

electronic chips. As the size of the electronic chip decreases

the number of components per unit area increases with the result

that the heat generated per unit area also increases. This

necessitates the use of more efficient methods of heat removal

than those in use earlier. Also it is desirable to maintain the

temperature of the chip within a small temperature range while

the dissipation of heat varies according to the requirements

from the chip. The requirements stated above are beyond the

capability of currently used cooling techniques.

Many other applications in advanced aircraft and spacecraft

systems which require the development of an efficient cooling

technique are also arising. The sensitive components in these

systems must be maintained at a low temperature to operate

reliably; also the heat must be rejected to the ambient. In the

case of spacecraft systems, this heat must be rejected by

radiation. For a given heat load, the radiator area is

inversely proportional to the fourth power of the heat rejection

temperature. Since a high efficiency heat removal allows a high

heat rejection temperature, the radiator area may be reduced

• • • •• • •1



considerably. Similarly for advanced aircraft applications a

very efficient heat transfer allows minimization in size and

weight of the heat transfer components. These factors are very

important in aircraft and spacecraft design since reduced size

and weight mean improved performance and cost reductions.

All this has led to the interest being focused on heat

transfer enhancement involving phase change processes. Such

processes take advantage of the fact that a pure substance will

absorb or release a substantial quantity of heat at a fixed

temperature during its phase change process. The exchange of

this latent heat is feasible at a low temperature difference

between the heat transfer surface and the phase change material,

and depending on the conditions, the magnitude can be far

greater than the corresponding sensible heat exchange for the

same temperature difference.

Spray cooling [1-4] which involves spraying the hot surface

with an atomized liquid, in particular, has proved to be far

more efficient than the conventional pool boiling method of heat

removal [5-8]. The phase change process in spray cooling is

controlled by convection, conduction and nucleation.

Spray cooling can be divided into two categories depending

on the mode of atomizing the liquid. The spray can be produced

by either a pressure atomizing nozzle [1-3] or a gas atomizing

nozzle [4]; the latter has been shown to have better heat

transfer characteristics. Both modes can be further categorized

into two regimes based on the droplet density (i.e., the number

of droplets per unit volume of the spray close to the heat

2 p



transfer surface). The dilute spray regime involves very low

droplet densities with the result that the droplets falling on

the surface do not interfere with one another. Due to their

momentum, the droplets form thin discs of liquid on impacting

the surface; these discs then evaporate by absorbing heat from

the surface. The number of droplets falling on the surface is

such that these discs do not interfere with one another. As is

obvious the rate of evaporation of these discs and the frequency

of the spray droplets will determine whether the discs will

interact or not. Hence, the characterization of the spray

depends on the temperature of the surface, a spray which is

dilute at a high temperature may not be considered dilute at a

lower temperature.

The other spray regime involves dense spray, i.e., the 0

number of droplets impinging on the heated surface is so large

that there is extensive interaction between individual droplets

upon reaching the surface. As explained earlier each droplet

forms a thin disc of liquid upon impinging on the surface; if

the number of droplets is large, the droplets impinging close to

each other will affect each other such that the liquid from

these droplets will merge to form a thin film of liquid on the

surface. If the rate of evaporation of this liquid film is

lesser than the rate of incoming liquid, the subsequent droplets

will impinge on a thin liquid film instead of the heat transfer

surface. If the spray is produced by a gas atomized nozzle, the

gas flow will form a stagnation flow field on the surface of the

film and hence squeeze the film. Thus, the impinging droplets

3
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will maintain a liquid film on the surface, the thickness of

this film depending on the influx of liquid, the rate of

evaporation, the surface conditions and the atomizing gas flow

rate( in the case of gas atomized spray).

The dilute regime of spray cooling has been investigated in

detail by Bonacina et al.[9] and the mechanism for heat transfer

has been fairly well established. The dilute regime of spray

cooling is characterized by very efficient heat transfer due to

the evaporation of liquid droplets falling on the heated

surface. As explained earlier the liquid droplets upon falling

on the surface form thin discs of liquid, the thickness of the

each disc depending on the velocity of the impinging droplet and

its diameter, the liquid at the free surface of these discs then

evaporates by heat conducted through the liquid from the heat •

transfer surface. The low liquid flow rates involved in this

regime limit its heat removal capacity and thereby its

applications. Hence, this study deals only with the dense spray

regime of gas atomized spray cooling system.

As with any other new technique most of the early research

in spray cooling involved experimental studies. One of the

earliest studies was done by Toda [10], heat fluxes of over 250

W/cm 2 at surface superheats of 30-60 "C were reported in the

study. A very simplistic model which did not take convection and

nucleation into account was also proposed, the model assumed

that conduction through the liquid film is the only contributing

phenomenon leading to the evaporation from the free surface.

Eastman and Ernst [11] reported heat fluxes of upto 2000 W/cm 2

4
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at surface temperatures of about 300 *C. Pais et al. [4]

investigated spray cooling with air atomizing nozzles and

reported heat fluxes over 1000 W/cm2 at a surface temperature as

low as 105 *C. They studied the effect of surface roughness and

showed that a very smooth surface is extremely efficient for

heat transfer in this mode of spray cooling. This effect was

also observed during the course of the present study and is

described in detail in Chapter 4. Tilton [12] studied spray

cooling using a pressure atomizing nozzle in a closed system and

reported a maximum heat flux of around 800 W/cm2 at a surface

temperature of about 130 "C, an attempt was also made to explain

the CUF (critical heat flux) phenomena in spray cooling. A

phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA) was used to measure the

diameter and velocity of the droplets impinging on a hot 0

surface. It was observed that near CHF a large fraction of the

liquid impinging on the surface is thrown back in the form of

droplets from the liquid film due to expulsion caused by 1)

vapor bubbles bursting in the film and, 2) by splashing. Due to

this expulsion there is an upper limit on the heat flux for a

particular spray condition, this heat flux being the critical

heat flux.

No comprehensive model has so far been proposed to explain

all the phenomena involved in spray cooling due to the very

complex nature of the process. From the results of previous

research it is seen that spray characteristics like droplet

size, droplet density and droplet velocity play an important

part in determining the spray cooling heat transfer. In order

5
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to obtain a better understanding of the spray cooling process

this study investigates the effect of various parameters, e.g.,

liquid flow rate, liquid temperature and atomizing gas (air in

this case) flow rate, on spray cooling characteristics. The

chief focus of this study, however, is on the effect of the heat

transfer surface characteristics, i.e., surface roughness and

wettability. To this effect, experiments were conducted using

various spray configurations on surfaces with different surface

characteristics.

The following chapters present the theory of spray cooling,

the description of the experimental set-up and procedure and

finally the results and conclusions.

6 S
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Chapter 2

Theory of Spray Cooling

2.1 Pool Boiling

A knowledge of pool boiling is essential in understanding

the phenomena involved in spray cooling heat transfer. Figure

2.1 shows the pool boiling curve for water [13], the heat flux

observed during pool boiling conditions is plotted versus the

temperature of the heat transfer surface. As seen from the plot

the heat transfer process can be divided into three regimes.

The first, known as the Nucleate boiling regime, is

characterized by formation of vapor bubbles at nucleation sites

on the surface; an increase in temperature causes increased

nucleation resulting in increased phase change. As shown in

Figure 2.1 the nucleate boiling portion of the curve has a very

steep slope, indicating a high heat transfer coefficient.

This region starts from the point when bubbles are first

observed to form; this is known as the onset of nucleate boiling

(ONB). As shown on the plot, ONB occurs at a temperature higher

than 100 "C because the mechanical and thermal equilibrium

requirements do not permit a vapor bubble to exist and grow at a

lower temperature. For mechanical equilibrium a bubble must

satisfy the following requirement:

7



(psaL(T1,) - Pli 1  )'r"r2 = 2.•-r.ao

or: pat (IJ2) " + Pliq (2.1)
rp

It follows from eqn. 2.1 that the pressure of the saturated

vapor inside a bubble must be greater than the pressure of the

surrounding liquid. For thermal equilibrium the temperature of

the vapor inside the bubble (TI,) must be equal to the

temperature of the surrounding liquid, if tile surrounding liquid

is hotter the liquid will evaporate into the bubble increasing

its size and if the liquid is cooler the vapor inside will

condense into the liquid till equilibrium is reached. Thus, to

satisfy both these conditions tile liquid temperature should be

such that the pressure of the saturated vapor at this

temperature be sufficient to balance the surface tension forces

and the external pressure as shown in eqn. 2.1. This

requirement can only be satisfied if the liquid is superheated

(i.e., its temperature is higher than the saturation temperature

corresponding to the liquid pressure), thus, the surface

temperature for ONB is higher than 100 *C.

As the surface temperature increases, more and more bubbles

are formed; a point is reached when the frequency of bubbles

ejected becomes so high that a column of vapor is formed above

the nucleation site; this is also known as jet boiling.

Hydrodynamic instabilities cause these vapor columns to merge at

some positions to from vapor blankets on the heated surface; if

the surface temperature is maintained constant, these vapor

8
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blankets alternate with the jet boiling; the vapor blankets

allow very low heat transfer from the surface and hence go

towards reducing the heat flux. The point where the heat flux

begins decreasing with increasing temperature is known as the

critical heat flux (CHF). If temperature is increased further,

the heat flux continues to decrease till a point is reached when

the vapor blanket exists between the liquid and the heat

transfer surface continuously; this temperature shown on the

curve is the Leidenfrost temperature. The region between the

CHF point and the Leidenfrost temperature is known as transition

boiling.

After the Leidenfrost temperature, the heat transfer takes

place between the hot surface and the liquid above it through

the vapor film. The heat is transferred through the film by •

natural convection and, hence, an increase in surface

temperature bcyond Leidenfrost point results in an increase in

heat flux. This regime of boiling is known as the film boiling

regime. The various stages of the pool boiling curve are shown

in Figure 2.2 [13].

Nucleate boiling is the preferred mode for most practical

applications of pool boiling heat transfer since it involves

relatively low temperatures and results in significant heat

transfer. It should be noted that the heat flux is the

independent parameter in most cases, i.e., the heat flux and not

the temperature is controlled directly. In such cases the

transition boiling regime cannot be realized; when the heat flux

increases slightly above the CHF, there occurs a temperature

9
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overshoot because the mode of boiling changes from nucleate

boiling to film boiling. As shown in the curve the temperature

on the film boiling region of the curve corresponding to the

critical heat flux is quite high and in most cases such a high

temperature cannot be tolerated. The main limitation of pool

boiling is, thus, the fact that the maximum heat flux from the

surface should be below the CHF. This condition is not suitable

for many applications which require heat fluxes higher than the

CHF at temperatures below the Leidenfrost temperature.

2.2 Sway Cooling

As mentioned in tile introduction, spray cooling [1-4] has

been shown to be capable of handling much higher heat fluxes at •

temperatures much lower than the Leidenfrost temperature.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the physics of evaporation/boiling taking

place within a thin film of liquid deposited on a hot surface by

droplet impingement assisted by an external gas stagnation flow

field. If tile film is ultra-thin (of the order of a few microns

in the case of water), then the heat can be conducted through 9

the liquid to the surface, where the liquid will evaporate

directly into the ambient (note that the effective conductivity

of the liquid is increased due to the convection caused by p

impinging droplets). An air/droplet impingement field on the

surface due to an air atomizing nozzle is shown in Figure 2.3.

The air jet on impinging the surface forms a stagnation point

flow field. The drops do not follow the air streamlines close

to the surface due to their relatively higher inertia. These

10
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drops impinge on the hot surface to form flat discs, whose

thickness is much lower than the diameter of the drop [14].

Simultaneously, the stagnation flow field spreads the

droplets/discs further, through shear forces, to form a thin

film on the surface. The number of droplets falling on the

surface being very large, these thin discs interact to form a

uniform thickness film on the surface. The large number of

droplets impinging on the liquid film cause a turbulent flow

field inside the film; this results in very intense mixing of

the liquid and thereby leads to greatly increased convection

heat transfer. This mixing causes the hot liquid in contact

with the surface to be displaced to the free surface where it

evaporates. Such a process essentially increases the effective

thermal conductivity of the film. The free surface of the

liquid film has to be in thermodynamic equilibrium with the

vapor in its immediate vicinity; therefore, the temperature of

the free surface is equal to the saturation temperature

corresponding to the partial vapor pressure over the free

surface of the film. The whole mixing process can thus be

viewed as enhanced conduction heat transfer through the liquid

film with the temperature drop across the liquid film being

equal to :

AT = Tuirface - Tsat (2.2)

where Tsat refers to the saturation temperature corresponding to

the partial vapor pressure near the free surface of the film and

Tsuirface refers to the temperature of the heat transfer surface.

11
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The vapor emanating due to evaporation is swept away by the "
p

stagnation air flow field, hence, the effect of the stagnation

flow field is to reduce the partial vapor pressure in the

vicinity of the liquid film surface by clearing away the

evolving vapor. This reduction in partial vapor pressure near

the free surface of the film causes a reduction in the liquid

temperature required for evaporation (saturation temperature).

This effect is shown in Figure 2.4; the plot of partial vapor

pressure versus the saturation temperature. Therefore, the net

effect of the stagnation air flow field is to squeeze the liquid

film and enhance evaporation by reducing the saturation

temperature on the free surface of the liquid film. Thus, the

possibility of phase change below 100'C, i.e., with negative I *
superheats, exists for water at 1-atm ambient pressure.

Concurrently, if the superheat is sufficient, nucleation

will occur at the liquid-solid interface, the radius above which

the bubble will survive and grow being given by [15] :

r"f 2av"Ts(23m = (2T.3) 0

2.3 Surface Roughness Effects

In the case of nucleate boiling, roughness plays a

governing role in the enhancement of heat transfer. The

cavities created by the roughness serve as regions of vapor

germination and entrapment. When a growing bubble reaches the

point where the buoyancy forces overcome the surface tension

forces holding it to the surface, the bubble departs from the

12
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surface and liquid flows in to take the place formerly occupied 0

by the vapor. As shown in Figure 2.5, the geometry of the

cavity and wettability of the surface determine whether any

vapor will be trapped in the cavity [16]. If the trapped vapor

bubble has a large radius of curvature, t.,en the degree of

superheat required for nucleation reduces (eqn. 2.3). This

enhances heat removal (because of phase change) along with

maintaining a constant surface temperature near saturation

condition, the degree of superheat being a function of roughness

spacing [17J. The roughness spacing determines the cavity size

for vapor/gas entrapment, consequently the amount of nucleation

taking place at a particular temperature depends on the

roughness. Secondly the heat transfer also improves due to the

increase in surface area subtended by *he roughness elements. * *
Referring to Figure 2.6, the smaller elements act as nucleating

sites, and provide a sizeable increase in area, as compared to

the larger undulations of the overall surface, over which the

smallei lements are distributed.

The heat transfer and the nucleation site density depend on

the distribution of the roughness elements, i.e., primarily on

A, the spacing between the roughness elements [8,18]. Consider

nucleation on a rough wall, as the density of the nucleation

sites increases, at first the heat flux will increase as would

be expected. However, as the nucleation sites get closer, the

growth of the bubbles created by adjacent sites will cause the

bubbles to combine and form a vapor barrier leading to dryout

[19-21]. Hence, there may exist a configuration which produces

13
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the maximum heat flux at the lowest superheat, the spacing in

this configuration, being far more than that for a densely

packed surface [22].

When a bubble forms, a thin microlayer of liquid which lies

just between the vapor and the hot surface governs the rate of

evaporation into the bubble, and in the case of water, takes

between 50 As to 2 ms to disappear [23,24]. As shown in Figure

2.7, the bubble grows further by evaporation through its walls,

heat being conducted from the hot surface through the

surrounding liquid. This latter process is much slower than the

direct evaporation of the microlayer. Consequently, the heat

removal can be further enhanced if the microlayer can be

continuously maintained. This can be realized if the bubble is

removed the instant its microlayer evaporates, making available

that site for a new bubble to form on a fresh microlayer [21].

In spray cooling, the thermal boundary layer is limited by

the thickness of the liquid film. The bubble on emerging from

the cavity and growing in the liquid film will be exposed to

temperature gradients and the forces of the external flow field.

The bubble temperature being higher, will induce the walls to

evaporate into the ambient. Secondly, the temper-ture gradients

will make it unstable [25,26]. Thirdly, the external

droplet/ambient flow field also assists in the early

departure/breakup of the bubble. Thus, the bubble breaks up

much before it would in pool boiling or even in most cases of

flow boiling, thus enabling a higher heat flux to exist at a
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lower superheats.

Another phenomenon which comes into play in spray cooling

process is the secondary nucleation phenomenon [27]. As shown

in Figure 2.8, when a droplet of liquid hits a liquid surface

small bubbles of gas/vapor are trapped by the liquid because of

the disturbance caused on the surface; these gas/vapor bubbles

have a lower partial vapor pressure than a bubble which

originates in the liquid. Due to this, the high temperature

liquid surrounding these bubbles will evaporate into them to

maintain thermal equilibrium; this evaporation enhances the

phase change heat transfer. This enhancement of phase change

heat transfer due to the bubbles entrained by the impinging

droplets on a liquid surface is known as secondary nucleation

[27]. The impinging spray droplets, thus, enhance phase change S

process further by secondary nucleation phenomenon.

2.4 Surface Wettability Effects

The phenomenon of wettability, which can be ascribed to the

surface tension forces at the liquid/solid interface, plays a

controlling part in nucleation and boiling [28-31]. The effect

of contact angle is most pronounced at CHF in pool boiling, a

lower contact angle provides better wetting and thus delays the

formation of the vapor blanket leading to a higher transition

heat flux [29-31]. The effect of contact angle on spray cooling

has not been studied earlier and this is one of the purposes of

this study.
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Referring to Figure 2.9, the free energy of formation AF of

a vapor nucleus of radius rig' for a contact angle

0= - 0 and surface tension alg, can be written as [15]

21 2 1cs si2
AF= 4 iglgr ( 1 - cosO - )sin

Hence, for $ - 0 the value of the free energy change AF - 0, and

for 0 = r, AF = AFsphere. This implies that a vapor bubble will

first form on a solid surface (heterogeneous nucleation) rather

than within the liquid (homogeneous nucleation). A deduction of

the above analysis indicates that since

S= - 0

the contact angle must be r (i.e., 0 = 0 ) for maximizing vapor S

nucleus generation. However, this would create a vapor film on

the surface which would drastically reduce heat transfer. Also

the liquid would not wet the surface, thus creating hot spot

regions leading to dryout. If the contact angle 0 - 0, i.e.,

the liquid wets the surface completely, then 0 -4 r; this demands

the maximum change in free energy for nucleation. This is

because, for a hypothetical perfectly wetting liquid, the bubble

is forced to form in the homogeneous liquid or is ejected off

the solid surface into the liquid medium by the advancing

liquid. In wetting the whole surface, the liquid provides

maximum contact between the coolant and the heat dissipating

surface. If evaporation from the free surface of the liquid is

the dominating heat transfer mechanism, then the suppression of

nucleation will be advantageous because no resistance to heat

16
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transfer will arise due to the formation of a vapor barrier

between the liquid and the hot surface. However, if the

conduction resistance from the hot surface through the liquid to

the free surface is large, then the nucleation phenomenon will

play the controlling role. In such a case, a perfectly wetting

liquid provides maximum liquid/solid contact but is not

conducive to nucleation. On the other hand, a nonwetting

liquid, even though optimum for nucleation, does not provide

sufficient liquid/solid contact, thus leading to dryout.

Referring to Figure 2.5, for rough surfaces entrapment of

gas/vapor within the cavity is determined by [16] :

0 > included angle formed by the cavity walls

All this implies that a perfectly wetting liquid is not

advantageous for the nucleation process though it may be better

near the dryout region.

In spray cooling variations in contact angle 0 can be

achieved by selecting different liquid/solid combinations, and

by spraying the liquid using a gas atomizing nozzle, the

following can be achieved:

a) The liquid is spread over the surface as a flat film (due

to the secondary stagnation flow of the gas) even though 0

> 0, thus maximizing liquid/solid contact for heat

transfer.
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b) The flat film vith the reduced vapor pressure at the free

surface (due to the secondary stagnation flow field of the

gas which sweeps away the vapor produced) provides optimum

conditions for evaporation at the liquid /ambient

interface.

With reference to Figure 2.3, the air jet impingement on

the surface squeezes the impinging liquid droplets into a very

thin film, sweeping off the excess liquid and any evolving

vapor. Hence, wettability is enhanced for liquid/solid

combinations which do not have contact angles near zero.

The effect of the above siirface parameters, i.e.,

roughness, and wettability, on the heat transfer characteristics

of spray cooling was examined experimentally and the details are

presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3

Experiments

3.1 Heater Block Design

Due to the large temperature gradients required to drive

large heat fluxes through any surface, care must be taken in the

design of the apparatus so as to arrive at temperatures within

the body which maintain the physical and chemical integrity of

the system.

Referring to Figure 3.1, a lightweight heater of

cylindrical construction using three miniature quartz radiation

lamps (capable of providing a total of about 1,050 W) was

designed and fabricated so as to provide a low thermal mass

permitting finer control and measurement of the thermal behavior

during the boiling/evaporation process. The quartz radiation

lamps consist of a quartz bulb containing a tungsten coil which

is heated by electrical current. The temperature of the coil

reaches a temperature of approximately 3000 K at the maximum

rated voltage. The lamps are housed in the copper block such

that most of the radiation from the lamps is absorbed by the

block.

Tile heater block as shown in Figure 3.1 is of laminate

copper-constantan construction which provides the ability to

measure surface temperature and determine the heat flux. The

laminate copper-constantan integral thermocouples in effect

provide an accurate temperature measurement across the
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constantan strip which in turn allows a precise prediction of
surface temperature and heat flux.

The very low thermal conductivity of constantan enables a

large temperature drop across its thickness. The heat flux and
the surface temperature extrapolation depend on the thickness of

the constantan film, a thicker film will reduce the error in

these by increasing the temperature drop associated with the
calculations. But at the same time a larger temperature drop

means a higher temperature in the lower part of the block.

Thus, the thickness of the constantan film is selected such that
it has the maximum thickness which maintains the lower

thermocouple junction temperature within the range specified for

a copper constantan thermocouple. For all experiments in this

study, a constantan film thickness of 0.127 mm was used. The

very low thermal conductivity of constantan as compared to the

copper block also reduces any temperature variations in the

copper blocks in the radial direction near the constantan strip.

Thus the temperature profiles on both surfaces of the constantai

strip are flat even if there are some temperature variations on
the heat transfer surface. This allows the integral

thermocouple to estimate the average surface temperature rather

than the centerline temperature which is measured by the
ordinarily used methods. The error analyses for the

thermocouple assembly are presented in the Appendix; it suffices

to say here that this method of temperature and heat flux

measurement is much more accurate than the ordinarily used
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method of thermocouples placed in holes drilled in the block.

The integral thermocouple calibration and corrections are

provided later on in this chapter.

3.2 Heater Block Fabrication

The heater block is made by silver soldering a thin strip

of constantan between the upper copper block (containing the

heat transfer surface) and the lower copper block (containing

the heat source). The two copper pieces are machined separately

and then cleaned in an ultrasound cleaner. The ultrasound

vibrations cause cavitation on the surface of the blocks and

thus clean the surfaces of any grease or other impurities. The

cleaned blocks are then arranged as shown in Figure 3.1, i.e.,

an arrangement of constantan strip; solder flux and silver 0

solder films are placed between the two blocks to enable

soldering of the two pieces to the two surfaces of the

constantan strip. Care has to be taken to ensure proper

orientation of the blocks. The whole arrangement is then placed

in an oven and heated up to 750 "C in order to melt the silver

solder. The soldered block is then allowed to cool in the oven

in presence of an inert gas to prevent oxidation. The soldered

block is then cleaned to remove any traces of oxidation and

machined again to remove any silver solder which may have

overflowed out of the junctions.

The thermocouple wire connections are made by drilling a
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hole each in the upper copper block, the lower copper block and

the constantan film and attaching the corresponding thermocouple

wire by means of small screws. The resulting arrangement shown

in Figure 3.1 has three wire connections, the upper copper

block, the middle constantan film and the lower copper block.

The upper copper block and the con-tantan strip form the upper

thermocouple junction and the lower block forms the lower

thermocouple junction with the constantan strip.

3.3 Integral Thermocouple Calibration and Corrections

The temperature readings from the integral thermocouples

have to be corrected for the heat flux existing across the

silver solder present in the junction. As shown in Figure 3.2 *
the copper-silver-constantan assembly can be considered

equivalent to two thermocouples, constantan-silver and

silver-copper, in series. The voltage recorded by the data

acquisition system is the sum of the voltages due to the two

thermocouples in series as mentioned above.

The exact measurement of temperature requires the

individual calibration of both the silver-copper and

silver-constantan thermocouples. The calibration was carried

out by constructing the two thermocouples mentioned above and

calibrating them with reference to a copper-constantan

thermocouple. Figure 3.3 shows the calibration curves for the

three thermocouples mentioned above. The results presented in
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Table 3.1 show the coefficients of the polynomial fit for the

individual thermocouples. The thermocouple voltage can be

written in terms of these expansion coefficients as :

V = ao + ajT + a 2 T2 
+ + a7 T7

where :

V = Thermocouple voltage in Volts

T = Temperature in degrees Celsius

The corrected heat flux can then be written as:

TkaT-2 T= T2-T3 = T3-T4  (3.1)
q1= k;19al 2 kcn - -- = ka-a-(3 1

cng Xc xag3j

From the first equality

kag k. kc1 kcT
A-9 T, - Ag + -- I )T2 A+a 0 T3 = 0 3.2

From the second equality : I

Ti - T2 - T3 + T4 = 0 (3.3)

Since the instruments measure the sum of the voltages of the

two thermocouples as mentioned earlier, we get

V(TI) + V(T2 ) = Vlow,,. (3.4)

V(T3) + V(T4 ) = Vuipper (3.5)

Equations 3.2 through 3.5 give four equations for four
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unknowns, knowing the relations between voltage and

temperature( which are available from the calibration) we

can determine the four unknown temperatures by Gauss-Siedel

iterative scheme. This was done by a computer program which

was used to determine the unknown temperatures and plot out

the heat flux vs. temperature curve.

The temperature on the surface was obtained by

extrapolation using the expression

Tsurf = T4 - q" Ax1C (3.6). it

3.4 Surface Preparation

a) Surface Material: In all, three surface materials were

tested. The first was a oxygen free copper surface

(the block material). The surface was polished only in

one direction using 14-pn-grit emery paper such that it

had a definite "Lay" [32]. The second surface was

prepared by electroplating the copper surface with

nickel. The thickness of the coating being minimal,

the temperature drop across it can be neglected and it

can be assumed that the surface temperature predicted

for the bare copper surface will be accurate enough for

analysis. The third surface was similarly prepared by

electroplating 24 carat gold over the nickel surface;

again the thickness of gold coating was negligible

(roughness values for the three surfaces are

comparable, indicating similar roughness conditions;
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data are provided in the "Results" section).

b) Surface Roughness: For the surface roughness part of

the experiments, the surface was polished successively

with no. 600 emery paper, no. 2-0 emery paper,

14-pm-grit emery paper and 0.3-pm lapping compound.

Each of these roughnesses were studied during the

experiments.

3.5 Experimental Set-up

The schematic diagram for the experimental set-up is

shown in Figure 3.4. The temperature controller monitors

the temperature of a thermocouple attached to the upper part

of the block, maintaining it at some preset value by sending *
a control signal to the phase-angle SCR power supply, which

in turn regulates the power to the quartz lamps by varying

the phase angle on each AC cycle proportional to the control

signal. In the event of an overshoot in the temperature of

the block, an alarm disconnects the power to the heaters.

The current and the voltage supplied to the lamps are

continuously indicated by the panel meters and recorded by

the data acquisition system.

3.6 Spray System

An air atomizing nozzle is used to provide a

homogeneous droplet spray over the cooling surface (9 mm x 9

mm). A thin annular liquid stream of distilled and
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deionized water is injected into the path of an accelerating

jet of air. Through surface shear forces the air jet

atomizes the water into small droplets, and imparts momentum

to them. A water distillation and deionization system

supplies the water to a small storage tank from where it is

pumped to the nozzle via a magnetic drive pump. A needle

valve is used to control the water flow rate and a digital

manometer in the line is used to measure the flow rate. The

digital manometer measures the pressure drop across an

orifice; this pressure drop is calibrated against the flow

rate using a graduated cylinder and a stop watch.

The air at atmospheric pressure has a relative humidity

(relative humidity = x 100, where, p, is the partial

pressure of water vapor in the air, and, Pvs is the partial

pressure of water vapor in saturated air at the same

temperature) of 607,; when it is compressed to 70 psi, the

partial pressure of water vapor increases due to the

increase in pressure, the increase in temperature of

compressed air is not sufficient to maintain the same

relative humidity and simple calculations show that some

water vapor will condense because the relative humidity can

only go up to 100%. Thus the supplied compressed air at 70

psi is saturated with water vapor; an expansion valve is

used between the air supply and the nozzle inlet to reduce

the air pressure entering the nozzle and this serves to

control the air flow rate through the nozzle. The reduction

in the air pressure first due to the expansion valve and
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later the nozzle reduces the relative humidity of the air 0
ejected from the nozzle to about 30% (calculated). Thus,

even though the supplied air is totally saturated, the air

coming out from the nozzle is relatively dry. An air flow

meter between the expansion valve and the nozzle inlet

measures the air flow rate and a pressure gauge is used to

measure the static pressure of the air entering the nozzle

inlet.

3.7 Data Acquisition

A computer aided data acquisition system was used in

the experiments. An IBM PC was used to program and control

a Fluke 2280 data acquisition system; the system was

programmed to record the readings from the integral *
thermocouples every 10 seconds. The lamp voltage and

current, the digital manometer reading and air pressure are

monitored continuously by the corresponding instruments and

also recorded by the data acquisition system every 2

minutes. It should be noted that the data acquisition

system records the integral thermocouple readings in the

form of temperature assuming a copper-constantan

thermocouple and does not measure the voltage directly.

During the final processing of the data, this temperature is

converted into the appropriate voltage using the calibration

polynomial for the copper-constantan thermocouple; the

voltage thus obtained is then used to calculate four

temperatures as explained earlier.
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3.8 Procedure

Using the air atomizing nozzle spray system, water was

sprayed onto the surface at varying air and water flow

rates; the nozzle height above the surface was kept fixed at

22 mm for the whole set of experiments. The block was

gradually heated to higher temperatures by increasing the

set-point temperature of the controller, the surface

temperature was thus increased till dryout for most cases.

During this process the data aquisition system records the

output from the two thermocouples formed by the constantan

film and the upper and lower part of the copper block. This

output is then corrected for the silver solder present in

the junction as explained earlier. The corrected

temperature of the lower and the upper thermocouple junction

is then used to obtain the heat flux and the average surface

temperature by extrapolation. Thus, a plot for the heat

flux vs. the surface temperature can be obtained for various

spray conditions.

For each surface material and surface roughness,

experiments were performed for different spray

configurations obtained by :

a) Varying the water flow rate

b) Varying the air flow rate

In all, three different water flow-rates and three air flow

rates were used in all possible combinations for each set of

experiments. The following chapter presents the results

obtained from the experiments.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Effect of Water Flow Rate

Figure 4.1 shows the effect of varying the water flow

rate at a constant air flow rate of 0.16 1/sec for a copper

surface polished with 14-pm emery paper. It can be seen

that increasing the water flow increases the heat flux at

any given temperature. This is probably due to the

increased convection heat transfer arising from increased

droplet density. It was seen that there occurred a

saturation of heat flux, (i.e., there was no increase in

heat transport for further temperature rise of the surface) *
in the case of water flow rate of 1.0 1/hr. This was due to

the fact that for this flow rate the spray density is higher

in the center as compared to the outer part of the spray

cone; therefore, the outer parts of the surface receive

relatively less water. Due to this, the surface starts

drying out at the edges first and this causes the local

temperature at the outer parts to shoot up while the heat

flux remains almost the same; since the thermocouples

measure the average temperature, an increase in temperature

at near constant heat flux is observed. It is also seen

that as the water flow rate increases the slope of curve

reduces; this indicates that at higher flow rates the

increased convection causes a decrease in phase change by
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depressing nucleation. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the effect

of water flow rate at 0.25 1/sec and 0.32 1/sec of air,

respectively; the trends observed are similar to those

explained earlier.

4.2 Effect of Air Flow Rate

Figure 4.4 shows the effect of varying the air flow

rate at a water flow rate of 1.0 1/hr on the heat flux for a

copper surface polished with 14-pm emery paper. The heat

flux at any temperature increases with increasing air flow

rate; this is due to two reasons: 1) a higher air flow rate

increases the momentum of the droplets and, thereby causes

an increase in convection resulting from the droplets

impacting the thin liquid film 2) a higher air flow rate

causes the liquid film to thin out due to the stagnation air

flow field and thus reduces the thermal resistance due to

conduction imposed by the liquid film 3) a higher flow rate

of air decreases the partial vapor pressure near the free

surface of the liquid film and thereby enhances evaporation

by reducing the saturation temperature. Figure 4.5 shows

similar trends for a water flow rate of 2.0 1/hr.

An important point to note in all these results is that

even at surface temperature below IO0"C there is some phase

change contribution to the heat flux. Referring to Fig. 4.4

again, at an air flow rate of 0.32 1/sec, the heat flux at

80"C is 115 V/cm2, even if we assume that the heat transfer

efficiency is 100% the sensible heating is:
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At

qn= CP.(Ts, .f - Twater)' water

= 4175.0 - (80-24) x 1.0/3600

= 65W W

Since this heat is removed from a 9.0x9.0 mm square, we have

the maximum possible sensible heat removal = 80 W/cm 2 .

Therefore, there is definitely some evaporation much before

100'C; hence, the hypothesis that phase change contribution

is significant at negative superheats is confirmed. This

phase change takes place from the free surface of the liquid

film due to the intense convection caused by the impinging

droplets.

As seen from Figures 4.4 and 4.5 this evaporation

becomes more significant as the air flow rate is increased.

This is because an increase in air flow rate causes an •

increase in all of the effects mentioned earlier.

Comparing the effect of air flow rate and the water

flow rate it can be seen that the water flow rate does not

have as much effect on the heat flux as the air flow rate

for the temperature range, 100 °C to 160 *C. In fact, in

this temperature range the water flow rate has hardly any

effect; this is because ail increase in water flow rate

causes an increase in the liquid film thickness which will,

in effect, reduce the evaporation from the free surface of

the film, but at the same time the increase in water flow

rate will result in an increase in heat removed by sensible

heating of the liquid. These effects seem to cancel each

other out with the result that very little change in heat
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flux is observed with an increase in water flow rate. p

4.3 Effect of Coolant Temperature

Effect of coolant temperature at a flow rate of 1.0

1/hr on a copper surface polished with 14-Am emery paper is

shown in Figure 4.6. As seen, the heat flux for the higher

temperature coolant is lower at first; this is because in

the initial stages the heat transfer is mainly sensible

heating of the coolant and this will be lower for the

coolant at higher temperature. At around 100"C the slope of

the curve for the hotter coolant increases as compared to

the room temperature coolant. This is because the hotter

coolant requires lower superheat for nucleation and hence p *
more nucleation takes place as compared to the coolant at

room temperature. As the temperature of the surface

increases, the higher temperature coolant spray case reaches

CHF earlier than the cooler fluid spray. The critical heat

flux is lower as it lacks the sensible heating part (which

makes up about 10-15% of the total heat flux) of the heat

transfer process as compared to the cooler fluid spray.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the effect of increased

coolant temperature for a flow rate of 2.0 1/hr and 4.0 p

1/hr, respectively. The trends are similar to those for the

1.0 1/hr case. The effect is more pronounced for 4.0 1/hr

case. As shown in Fig. 4.8 the curve for coolant at room

temperature shows a very gradual change in slope indicating

little nucleation, but as the temperature of the fluid is
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increased, a much more pronounced increase in slope is

observed near 100*C indicating a greater effect of

nucleation on the heat transfer. For temperatures below

100*C the slope of the curve for higher temperature coolant

is slightly higher than that for lower temperature coolant.

This is because of the increased evaporation due to higher

temperature of the coolant. At higher temperatures too,

this increased evaporation is expected to be one of the

factors for increased heat transfer.

4.4 Contact Angle Measurements

As mentioned earlier three different surface materials

were used for studies concerning the effects of wettability

on spray cooling. It is well known that gold has a very

high contact angle (all contact angles are with reference to

water) as compared to copper and nickel. Nickel in fact has

almost the same contact angle as copper [17]. Contact angle

measurements were done using a contact angle viewer which

provides a magnification of 40X. To measure the contact

angles of the surfaces used in the experiments, a thin strip

of copper (about 3 inches long) was coated with nickel for

one-third of its length, the next one-third was left bare

and the last section was coated with gold. The process used

for the coatings was exactly the same as that used in the

experiments. The surface was then cleaned with methanol and

a drop of water was put on each of the three sections. The

instrument was then used to view a magnified profile of the
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0
drop and measure the static contact angle by aligning a

protractor tangential to the drop at the liquid/solid

interface. Thus all the three surfaces were given identical

treatment and hence the relative values of the contact

angles are a true representation of the actual differences

in the contact angles. The results of the contact angle

measurements are presented in Figure 4.9; four sets of

measurements are presented here. It can be seen that gold

has a much higher contact angle as compared to copper and

nickel. Although these measurements represent the contact

angles at room temperature, the relative magnitudes of the

contact angles are not expected to be different at higher

temperatures [17]. This is due to the fact that the surface * *
material properties do not change much over the temperature

range studied (60 "C - 220 "C), and therefore the change in

contact angle with temperature is mainly due to the change

in liquid properties. It should be noted that dynamic

contact angle is usually much higher than the static contact

angle and hence these measurements are not really

representative of the actual situation. However, for the

purpose of this study it is sufficient to note the relative

magnitudes of the contact angles.

Table 4.1 provides the roughness values R q' Rp of the

copper, nickel and gold surfaces prepared with 14-Am emery

paper. It is noted that the values of the surface

roughnesses are comparable. Here, Rq is the geometric

average roughness defined as the root-mean-square of the
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roughness heights about a mean line and Rp is the maximum

height of the profile above the mean line within the

assessment length.

4.5 Contact Angle Effects

Figure 4.10 shows the effect of the contact angle on

heat transfer characteristics for a water flow rate of 4.0

1/hr and an air flow rate of 0.16 1/sec. As can be seen

there is a definite increase in slope for gold at around

100'C as compared to copper and thereafter the gold surface

gives a higher heat flux until at around dryout where all

the curves begin to merge. The nickel surface curve lies

between gold and copper as would be expected. This leads us

to believe that the higher contact angle of gold causes the *
water to nucleate earlier than ror copper or nickel surface.

The critical heat flux is at a lower temperature for gold;

this is because a higher contact angle will cause more

nucleation thereby causing the formation of the vapor

blanket earlier.

Figure 4.11 shows the effect of the surface material at

a flow rate of 1.0 1/hr of water, respectively, and at an

air flow rate of 0.16 1/sec. A 14-pm emery paper was used

for polishing. Again the trends are as mentioned for the

case of Figure 4.10. It is observed that at the lower water

flow rate the effect was less pronounced than for the higher

water flow rate. Three mechanisms come into play in such a

comparison:
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1) The higher contact angle provides a better possibility

for nucleation and hence, enhanced heat removal.

2) The higher contact angle provides a more stable and

surface adhering bubble. Hence, the nucleating bubbles

are not swept away instantly by the faster flow, but

are able to reach some optimum size before ejection.

Hence, providing a higher contribution to phase change

heat transfer.

3) Due to the subcooling the onset of nucleation is

delayed at higher flow rates (100 OC for 1 1/hr and 110

OC for 2 1/hr).

Increasing the air flow rate tends to thin out the film

and increases the convection thus nucleation is reduced at
I 0

higher air flow rates. Figure 4.12 shows the effect of

increased air flow rate on surface material effect. As can

be seen all the three curves are pushed very close together

though the gold surface still shows a little higher heat

fluxes between 100°C and the CHF region. The critical heat

flux is almost the same for all the materials (some scatter

appears because of the instabilities in this region).

4.6 Surface Roughness Measurements

As mentioned earlier, four different surface

roughnesses were studied. These were the #400-emery-paper

polish, #600-emery-paper polish, 14-,m grit emery-paper

polish and the 0.3-Am grit polish on a copper surface. The

surface profiles for these surfaces were measured (the
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surface profiles for the gold and nickel surfaces were also

measured) using a diamond tip profilometer; the profiles for

the last two surfaces are shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14.

4.7 Surface Roughness Effects

Experiments were performed on copper surface with the

four different surface roughnesses mentioned above. All the

results presented up to now referred to surfaces polished

with 14-gm-grit emery-paper. The smoothest surface tested

was a bare copper surface polished with 0.3-pm-grit polish.

As shown in Figure 4.15, something startling happens at

around 80 'C for this surface; the heat flux shoots up at

near constant temperature and later increase in temperature

shows an increase in heat flux (the surface temperature was

not increased till dryout for the fear of oxidizing this

highly polished surface). As can be seen, the increase is

almost 40-507 in heat flux at any temperature above 80'C.

This can be explained with the help of Figure 4.16; as seen

from the figure, the mean film thickness is directly related

to the roughness of the surface, the smoother a surface the

lower the film thickness. The steep increase in heat flux

is because a very smooth surface provides a liquid film thin

enough to evaporate, by enhanced conduction through the

liquid film, from the free surface. The low temperature at

which this phenomenon takes place is due to the decrease in

partia vapor pressure at the free surface caused by the air

flow field. This secondary flow of air causes the liquid to
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evaporate at a temperature much lower than its saturation

temperature at atmospheric pressure. Initially the liquid
4

film can be imagined to be as shown in Figure 4.16; the

liquid on the surface of the film evaporates by heat

transferred through the film by enhanced conduction. As the

liquid evaporates the film thickness will be expected to

decrease because lesser liquid stays on the surface. This

decrease in liquid film thickness will further augment the

heat transfer because of the increasing temperature gradient

in the liquid film. This whole process gives rise to the

near vertical slope of the heat flux vs. temperature curve.

Figure 4.17 shows a similar effect at a different water

flow rate. This phenomenon of a steep rise in heat flux

without a substantial change in surface temperature provides

the following advantages:

a) a very efficient removal of heat at a very low surface

temperature.

b) the heat dissipation can increase by a large amount

without altering the surface temperature significantly.

This can be of great advantage in applications where

varying heat fluxes have to be dissipated, but the

temperature has to be maintained constant.

The effect of surface roughness for rougher surfaces

(i.e., rougher than the 14-pm-grit polished surface) was

also studied and the results are presented in Figure 4.18.

It is seen that the effect of roughness is hardly noticeable
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for these levels of roughness. A rougher surface has a

higher surface area in contact with the liquid and hence for

the same heat transfer coefficient will show a higher heat

flux per unit projected area. However the liquid film

thickness also increases with roughness and this will cause

a decrease in heat transfer coefficient at the heater

surface. Thus it appears that the effect of increased

surface area and the effect of increased average liquid film

thickness for a rougher surface cancel each other out. Thus

it was seen that the heat transfer dependence on surface

roughness is not very strong if the surface is rougher than

a 0.3-pm-grit polished surface.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Based on the experimental results it can be safely

concluded that nucleation plays an important role in spray

cooling heat transfer. Nonsmooth surfaces having a high

contact angle were shown to enhance spray cooling heat

transfer by promoting nucleation on the surface. The exact

contribution of nucleation to spray cooling though remains

uncertain because of the other phase change phenomena

involved in the spray cooling process.

It was also shown that evaporation from the free

surface of the liquid film is a contributing factor even at

low surface temperatures. This evaporation is the result of

the combination of three factors:

a) a thin liquid film, which reduces the thermal

resistance between the hot surface and the free liquid

surface.

b) the intense mixing in the liquid film due to the

impacting of high velocity liquid droplets from the

spray.

c) the reduction in partial vapor pressure at the free

surface due to the stagnation air flow field which

results in a decrease in saturation temperature.

The direct evaporation from the free surface of the

liquid film leads to extremely efficient heat transfer if
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the liquid film is very thin, as in the case of a mirror

smooth surface. In such a case heat flux increases

extremely fast at near constant temperature. This mode of

spray cooling can be very useful in applications where

4 varying amount of heat has to be remdoved in a very narrow

temperature range.

For any particular surface configuration, it was shown

that an increase in liquid flow rate (with other conditions

remaining the same) causes an increase in heat flux due to

the increase in convection caused by increase in droplet

density and size. An increase in air flow rate causes the

thinning of the liquid film which results in increased

evaporation from the free liquid surface thereby resulting

in an increase in the heat flux. It was also seen that,

comparatively, the air flow rate has more effect on the heat

flux than the water ;low rate.

The effect of liquid temperature was also examined and

it was found that a hotter liquid shows a steeper rise in

heat flux with temperature. This is because of the

increased phase change made possible by the elevated

temperature.

In conclusion it can be said that this study has

increased our knowledge of the underlying phenomena in spray

cooling. More work needs to be done to fully understand and

model the process. FuiLher work in this area should be

concentrated on determining the effect of spray paiameters

like droplet size, distribution and velocity, on the spray
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cooling heat transfer. Also the liquid film thickness has

to be determined in order to evaluate the relative

importance of nucleation and direct evaporation.
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Appendix

Error Analysis

The integral thermocouple assembly provides a

measurement of the temperature at the first point of contact

between the copper block and constantan strip on the side

the lead is taken from the constantan strip. Thus it is

essential that temperature be uniform all over the cross

section at the planes of the copper-constantan junctions.

To check this a finite element analysis was performed on the

block subject to a constant heat flux and a nonuniform

surface temperature. The surface temperature at the outer

edges was assumed higher because of the lower spray density,

a parabolic temperature profile was assumed. It was seen

that for a temperature variation of up to 25"C, the

temperature profile becomes uniform near the

copper-constantan junction due to the very low conductivity

of constantan. Since the spray density variations are not

very large a temperature variation of even 20 *C cannot be

expected unless dryout occurs at the outer edges in which

case the temperature difference could be appreciably larger.

Thus the integral thermocouple set-up is suitable for

measurements at least up to the point where the outer parts

of the surface begins to dry out.

The uncertainty in the heat flux and temperature

prediction is calculated based on the following formula for
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uncertainty in measurement of a function f(x,y,z):
I

Af(x,y,z)= U( bx)2 + (Y. by), I ( ¶6z21/

Heat flux calculations have to be done taking into

consideration the silver solder present in the copper

constantan junctions; the details of this calculation are

given in Chapter 3, for the purpose of uncertainty analysis

a simpler model is considered. The silver solder correction

is ignored to get an approximate bound on the uncertainty.

The analysis is done using the data given below:

Conductivity of copper 390 W/m K, * 1.0 W/m K

Conductivity of constantan 21.12 W/m K * 0.5 W/m K *
Temp diff between thermocouples 50.0 "C, ± 2.8 *C

Distance between thermocouples 0.0127 cm * 0.0005 cm

Distance between upper thermocouple junction

and the upper surface 0.4762 cm * 0.0005 cm

Using the given uncertainty analysis formula and the

above data the uncertainty in heat flux is found to be 8.3%

at a heat flux of 850 W/cm2 . The resulting uncertainty in

surface temperature is 8.4% . P

The uncertainty in air pressure is 2 psi and that in

air flow rate is about 5%. The uncertainty in the flow rate

of water is obtained from the method used for calibration;

the flow rate is calibrated using a 100-cc-graduated
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cylinder and a stop watch. The uncertainty in measured

volume was 1 2 cc, the uncertainty in time was * 0.2 s. This

results in a water flow rate uncertainty of about - 20

cc/hr.
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Table 3.1 Thermocouple Calibration Constants

Polynomial Copper- Copper- Constantan-

Coefficients Constantan Silver" Silver

ao 7.2633364E-07 -8.2093389E-06 -5.3587533E-06 0

at 3.8522987E-05 1.5605573E-06 4.0999952E-05

a2 4.3124505E-08 -1.0782581E-08 -5.3762608E-08

a3 2,2868553E-11 1.85,19296E-10 9.1690699E-10

a4 -4.4466612E-13 -1.4160927E 12 -4.7932901E-12

a5 1.7744421E-15 5.7250733E 15 1.4669923E-14

a 6  -3.3649500E-18 -1.1647572E-17 -2.5512934E-17

a7 2.4993808E-21 9.3373151E- 21 1.8473597E-20
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Table 4.1 Roughness Parameters

Surface Material Roughness Parameters

RI) Um Rq Am

Copper 0.20 0.08

Nickel 0.20 0.08 D 0

Gold 0.20 0.11
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